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No. 1 Review the concept of Major Training Principles and explain how real training 
(your own, club sport, etc.) might be improving if those principles would be 
appropriate used. (Course Topics 1/2) 

  
No. 2 Analyze your own sports experiences from childhood up to now. Consider the 6-

Stage Model of Late Specialization. (Course Topics 2/9/10) 
  
No. 3 Define (name it) and describe a special technical skill of sport. Analyze this skill 

regarding necessary energetically abilities (strength, speed, endurance). Give 
some exercise examples. (Course Topics 2/4/9) 

  
No. 4 Define (name it) and describe a special technical skill of sport. Analyze this skill 

regarding necessary coordinative abilities. Give some excise examples. (Course 
Topics 2/4/6) 

  
No. 5 Describe the coaching profile and style of a person (coach, senior student, etc.) 

which influenced your own training well. Focus at the social aspects of 
cooperation. (Course Topic 4) 

  
No. 6 Choose a typical training exercise of sports you know about. Describe a detailed 

modification of this exercise using coordination training methods. (Course Topic 
5/6) 

  
No. 7 Analyze the development of your own performance or the performance of sports 

club members regarding a defined period (month, year). Make conclusions how 
performance could be improved in the future. Use the knowledge of the lecture! 
(Course Topic 7) 

  
No. 8 Give a review how results of motor tests (school, sports club, etc.) have influenced 

your thinking about training. (Course topics 7/8/9) 
  
No. 9 Analyze your daily movement routines. Make conclusions how sensory-motor 

exercises might improve necessary abilities.  (Course Topic 11) 
  
No. 10 Describe a situation of motor movement, where you felt that your emotions were 

“out-of-control” (over-excited or very worried). Make conclusions how you could 
resolve this problem, using the knowledge of the lecture. (Course Topic 12) 

  
No. 11 Describe the “Mentality” of a person (your own, friend, mate, etc.). Make 

conclusions how behavior might be improving, using a mental training method. 
(Course Topics 12/13) 
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